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Project Summary

For today, the Georgian language in the sense of language resources (resources, data and knowledge bases) and technologies
(tools, technologies, applications) is very poorly supported. Even more, the Georgian language is alarmingly lagging compared
to almost any of those 21 European languages, which according to the research “Europe's Languages in the Digital Age” done
by META-NET, are under the danger of digital extinction in the digital age. 
All these together clearly indicate the urgent necessity of reducing this lagging as much as it is possible and as soon as it is
possible. 
The aim of the grant project “One More Step Towards Georgian Self-Developing Intellectual Corpus”, which is being presented
for granting by Georgian Language Technology Center of Georgian Technical University, is to reduce this lagging in the shortest
possible period, and consequently, to radically change the current state of affairs.
Indeed, in the case of successful completion of the project, which is truly realistic taking into account our existing results that
serve as the basement for the project, in the summer 2017, there will be already built the Georgian self-developing intellectual
corpus, i.e. the Self-developing Georgian-net, which will be equipped with the continuously developing Georgian text analyzer
(such as: automatic desc_riptor of tokens and desc_riptive databases (that define knowledge and logic of the corpus) automatic
extender intellectual procedures; morphologic and syntactic structure generators for words and composed lingual expressions;
the hybrid morphological, syntactic and semantic checker; the Information/knowledge extractor, question-answerer, and logical
problem solver-checker), speech processor (such as: the Georgian e-texts semantically reader equipped with possibility to buil in
it user’s own voice; the recognizer of synthesized and natural speeches; the various kinds of segmentators of voice and subtitled
voice data), automatic translator (such as: the rule based Georgian-English-German and Georgian-Mathematical translators; the
hybrid Georgian-English-German translator; the Georgian extension of Google translator; the Georgian spoken lexicon) and the
corpus voice manager systems.
In addition, the Georgian-net, i.e. the Georgian self-developing intellectual corpus, from the day of its launch, will extend
automatically itself with Georgian and Georgian-foreign texts freely available in the web in a such a way that it will be able to
record the source and date of entrance of any newly added Georgian words in it and, accordingly, in the Georgian web space.
It is absolutely obvious that in the summer 2017, here very shortly but almost completely described the Georgian self-
developing intellectual corpus or, shortly, the Georgian-net, from the technological support point of view, will essentially reduce
the existing alarming lagging with technologically advanced languages.
It is clear that this gives us basement for declaring that the expected social-economic impact of the project should be estimated
as an important step towards defending the Georgian language and the culture given by the Georgian language from the high
danger of the digital death, because in the case of completion of the project, the Georgian language, which is alarmingly
lagging behind the technologically advanced languages in terms of linguistic resources and technology systems, will
significantly decrease this current lagging distance.
Also, if we take into account that within the project there is planned to build Georgian_Thinker&Talker&Translator_1 web-system
and mobile apps some of its modules (they are: Georgian multilingual spoken lexicon, Georgian extension of Google translate,
Georgian multilingual speech assistant, Georgian e-text and web-page reader), and also to publish monographic work “The
Georgian Web-Corpus: Aims, Methods, and Recommendations”, it gets even clearer that the project has very high or even
groundbreaking importance for the field (information technologies, telecommunications), especially for the scientific
community that is concerned with building Georgian information technology systems.


